Integrating models to investigate critical phenological overlaps in complex ecological interactions: The mountain pine beetle-fungus symbiosis
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HIGHLIGHTS

- Adapt, parameterize and validate model for growth of MPB assoc. fungi within tree.
- Test 5 submodels describing spectrum of possible mycangial packing behavior by MPB.
- Best models describe late mycangial packing; means last fungus is most important.
- Fungal growth scales differently from agar to tree; gives one species an advantage.
- Validates prior knowledge re. fungal differences; may guide future MPB studies.

ABSTRACT

The fates of individual species are often tied to synchronization of phenology, however, few methods have been developed for integrating phenological models involving linked species. In this paper, we focus on mountain pine beetle (MPB, \textit{Dendroctonus ponderosae}) and its two obligate mutualistic fungi, \textit{Grosmannia clavigera} and \textit{Ophiostoma montium}. Growth rates of all three partners are driven by temperature, and their idiosyncratic responses affect interactions at important life stage junctures. One critical phase for MPB-fungus symbiosis occurs just before dispersal of teneral (new) adult beetles, when fungi are acquired and transported in specialized structures (mycangia). Before dispersal, fungi must capture sufficient spatial resources within the tree to ensure contact with teneral adults and get packed into mycangia. Mycangial packing occurs at an unknown time during teneral feeding. We adapt thermal models predicting fungal growth and beetle development to predict overlap between the competing fungi and MPB teneral adult feeding windows and emergence. We consider a spectrum of mycangial packing strategies and describe them in terms of explicit functions with unknown parameters. Rates of growth are fixed by laboratory data, the unknown parameters describing various packing strategies, as well as the degree to which mycangial growth is slowed in woody tissues as compared to agar, are determined by maximum likelihood and two years of field observations. At the field location used, the most likely fungus acquisition strategy for MPB was packing mycangia just prior to emergence. Estimated model parameters suggested large differences in the relative growth rates of the two fungi in trees at the study site, with the most likely model estimating that \textit{G. clavigera} grew approximately twenty-five times faster than \textit{O. montium} under the bark, which is completely unexpected in comparison with observed fungal growth on agar.
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1. Introduction

Most organisms are involved in multiple symbioses, and for many, at least some of these partnerships are obligate and necessary for survival. However, the phenologies of interacting partners are often differentially influenced by environmental conditions and this can affect their ability to interact at critical junctures in their life histories.
The issue of phenological overlap in ecology is not new; it has long been known that many species interact in ways that require fairly precise alignments of particular life stages of the interactants. For example, phenological synchronicity between pollinators and flower production is critical for the reproduction of many plants (Gross and Werner, 1983; Murali and Sukumar, 1994). In some insect species, different development rates or maturation times for males and females can result in the loss of reproductive success under some conditions (Kaspari et al., 2001), and can increase the risk of extinction in small populations (Calabrese and Fagan, 2004). For pathogens and parasites, infection often depends on phenological overlap between the pathogen or parasite and susceptible individuals (Molnár et al., 2013). Because phenological overlaps are critical for many biological interactions, being able to connect phenological models for multiple, interacting species would greatly increase our understanding of how environmental conditions influence complex ecological interactions and their outcomes. However, modeling approaches which account for phenological overlap and interaction have not been developed.

In this paper, we connect models for a multipartite symbiosis that exists among a beetle and two mutualistic fungi to investigate a key phenological overlap that must occur for the symbiosis to persist, an overlap with substantial fitness effects on all three partners depending upon outcomes. Our system consists of mountain pine beetle (MPB, Dendroctonus ponderosae, Coleoptera: Curculionidae, Scolytinae) and two mutualistic fungi, G. clavigera and O. montium. This system is highly appropriate for developing an integrated modeling approach. It involves multiple interacting species, each with different temperature tolerances that must synchronize specific phases of their life histories at a particular point in time to persist. All three organisms are ectotherms and our results will be broadly applicable to other ectothermic systems which include the majority of symbiotic systems on Earth. In addition, the MPB is currently the most significant insect species affecting pines in western North America. Between 1997 and 2010, MPB caused tree mortality on more than 8.5 million forested ha in British Columbia and the western United States combined (Meddens et al., 2012) and range expansions in Alberta and northern British Columbia are ongoing (de la Giroday et al., 2012) as a result of warming summers and winters (Cudmore et al., 2010; Sambaraju et al., 2012). The interdependence of the partners in this symbiosis make it essential to incorporate the dynamics of all three species when modeling or attempting to predict future MPB-caused tree mortality or estimating range expansions or contractions.

1.1. The MPB-fungus system

MPB has evolved a complex mutualism with two species of filamentous fungi, G. clavigera and O. montium (Adams et al., 2008; Six, 2012). Following successful attack and colonization of a host tree, adult MPB excavate tunnels under the bark and lay eggs. During this process, they simultaneously inoculate phloem tissue with fungal spores from specialized fungal transport structures called mycangia (Six and Paine, 1998). After this, the beetles and fungi develop at rates based on temperature. During development, the larvae feed on both phloem and fungal hyphae. The fungi concentrate nitrogen in the tissues upon which the larvae feed, supporting greater beetle size and survival (Bleiker and Six, 2007). Prior to emergence, the newly enclosed (teneral) adults feed on fungal spores (Six and Paine, 1998). Spore feeding is essential to adult beetle reproduction (Six and Paine, 1998). The teneral feeding period is variable in length, ranging from a few days to weeks depending upon temperature. Sometime during this period of spore feeding, the mycangia become packed with fungal spores which are then dispersed to the next host tree and the next generation of beetles. The proportion of each fungal species dispersed by each generation is determined by the timing and extent of fungal growth within the tree and acquisition of spores in mycangia by teneral adult MPB.

Whether a fungus is acquired in the mycangia of a beetle, as well as which fungus is acquired, is an important aspect of this mutualism. The beetle needs at least one fungus to survive. However, the fungi are not equivalent in value to the insect (Bleiker and Six, 2007). G. clavigera concentrates nitrogen better than O. montium (Cook et al., 2010) which may account for observations that beetles developing with G. clavigera are bigger and have higher productivity and survival rates than those developing with O. montium (Six and Paine, 1998; Bleiker and Six, 2007). Because of the dissimilar fitness effects on the beetle, differences in the relative prevalence of the two fungi in a population are likely to strongly influence beetle population dynamics.

The relative prevalence of the two fungi is primarily determined by temperature which differentially affects fungal growth, sporulation, and competition. The two fungi grow at different rates in response to temperature (Six and Paine, 1998; Moore., 2013). This difference is substantial enough to allow for temporal niche separation (Moore., 2013), albeit incomplete, and to avoid competitive exclusion by one or the other fungus under at least some conditions (Addison et al., 2013). Temperature also influences the outcome of competition between the two fungi. The two fungi exhibit exploitation competition where the outcome is determined by the rate of resource capture. They do not exhibit antagonism and do not capture resource that has already been captured by a conspecific or heterospecific competitor (Bleiker and Six, 2009; Moore., 2013). Therefore the outcome (area within a tree that is captured by each fungus and available to teneral hosts for dispersal) directly depends on the temperature-dependent rate of growth of each fungus within the tree. Furthermore, because these two symbionts differ substantially in their effects on beetle fitness, their relative prevalence with dispersing beetles is doubly important, affecting both fungal fitness as well as the fitness of subsequent beetle populations. We also note that temperature affects sporulation, however, both fungi sporulate at the temperature range that supports eclosion of teneral MPB (Moore., 2013) so this is not further analyzed in this paper.

To connect phenological models for the MPB-fungus system, several components need to be considered. These include (1) the presence of not one but two differentially responding mutualistic fungal species, (2) the fact that phenological outputs are qualitatively different (developmental milestones for MPB versus spatial extent for fungi), and (3) the range of biologically plausible ways in which MPB procure fungal spores during the teneral feeding window. Because the two fungi compete for the same spatial resources under bark, their relative rates of growth and resource capture must be included in models. Phenological models for MPB provide temporal predictions of MPB life stage timing (Bentz et al., 1991; Logan and Bentz, 1999; Régnière et al., 2012). The completion of fungal life stage events, however, is not relevant in this context as the fungi only sporulate in beetle pupal chambers and all other growth is by somatic hyphae. Therefore, models for the growth of these fungi are based on, and predict measurements of, length of phloem colonized (Addison et al., 2013). These different outputs from beetle and fungal models need to be combined in a tractable way. Finally, interactions between MPB and their fungal symbionts take place exclusively within the phloem layer of a tree. Although some types of interactions have been measured within this cryptic habitat (Adams and Six, 2007; Bleiker and Six, 2007), others, such as how and when MPB pack their mycangia with fungi and how fungal growth rates determined from lab studies in artificial media, scale to actual growth rates in a tree, are completely unstudied.
1.2. MPB-fungus interaction and mycangial packing

Timing of MPB mycangial packing influences which fungus is transported from a brood tree to a new tree. MPB feed on fungal spores as teneral adults (Adams and Six, 2007), packing their mycangia with spores sometime following eclosion from the pupa but prior to emerging from the host tree (Six and Paine, 1998). The feeding window between pupal eclosion and emergence varies from days to weeks. During this time fungal prevalence, and thus the potential for a fungus to be acquired and dispersed by MPB, may change drastically. Timing and efficiency of mycangial packing is thus critical for predicting future fungal prevalence. To better predict fungal acquisition by teneral adults, we hypothesize and test five possible strategies for the timing of mycangial packing. These strategies describe a spectrum of behaviors ranging from model 1, in which MPB immediately pack their mycangia with the first fungus available, to model 5, in which they delay mycangial packing until just prior to emerging from the tree.

Our goals were to use field observations to quantify under-bark growth rates of the two fungal species and evaluate MPB mycangial packing hypotheses. We construct likelihood functions connecting mathematical hypotheses with field observations of fungi carried by emerging MPB adults, with unknown parameters representing five mycangial packing hypotheses and scaling fungal growth rates. Using the field observations, we explore which mycangial packing strategy would be most likely and evaluate the final model. Finally, we discuss our findings in relation to the MPB-fungus system and suggest follow-up studies that would further our understanding of mechanisms involved in mycangial packing, and ultimately, fungal prevalence the following year and with the next generation of beetles. While our approach is specific to the MPB-fungus system, elements of our approach (representing differential thermal responses, allowing for a spectrum of interactions during a period of cryptic phenological overlap, parsing the combined models in terms of likelihood and model competition) can be adapted to connect phenological models in other systems with interacting, ectothermic species.

2. Methods

2.1. MPB, fungi and temperature data collection

The timing of MPB attacks on trees and adult emergence the following summer was monitored on three lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) in 2010–2011 and four lodgepole pine in 2011–2012 at a site in Logan Canyon, UT (41.9528, -111.55290, 2190 m). The MPB population in the vicinity of the site was in the vicinity considered an incipient epidemic. In addition to monitoring timing of attack and emergence of adult MPB, identity of fungal associates (i.e., G. clavigera and O. montium) carried by MPB entering and exiting trees was determined through phloem sampling and mycangial dissection of adults.

2.1.1. MPB attack timing

On 2 August 2010, an aggregation lure (Synergy Semiochemicals Corporation, Burnaby, BC, Canada) was placed on the north side of each tree. After 10–15 MPB attacks were observed on a tree (1–3 days) the lure was removed to allow the MPB attack process to continue naturally. Attacks were monitored daily on each tree between one and five feet above the ground by bole quadrant (i.e., north, south, east and west). MPB attacks are visible as frass or resin exuding from small entrance holes through the bark. Each day's attacks were marked with a different colored straight pin, summed and recorded. This process was repeated in 2011 in the same vicinity using new live trees.

2.1.2. Fungal samples from attacking MPB

Our protocol assumed that fungi introduced into a tree by individual MPB will be present in the phloem directly surrounding its entry site soon after beetle entry. The fungi are inoculated by MPB and grow very slowly at the beginning of the colonization period. Thus any fungi found growing at a beetle entry point can be assumed to have come from the beetles that initiated that attack/gallery. To allow adequate time for the fungi to grow into the phloem following adult MPB attacks, we waited 10 days after the first attacks to begin sampling trees. On the 10th day following the first day of attack, 12 attack sites were randomly chosen from all attacks that occurred on a single tree over the first three days. These areas were prepared for fungal sampling by smoothing the bark just above the entry hole (MPB tunnel upward after entry) and spraying the area with 70% ETOH. Using a ETOH sterilized 9 mm cork borer, a core containing bark and phloem was removed from just above the entry hole. The phloem portion was placed into a sterile-autoclaved microcentrifuge tube labeled with tree number, date of MPB attack, and sampling date, then placed on ice and transported to the laboratory. This process was repeated for each tree every day throughout the attack period, resulting in up to 120 samples per tree.

To identify the fungal species present, each phloem sample was placed in the center of a Petri dish containing 2% malt extract agar amended with Streptomyces and cycloheximide and stored at room temperature for 1 week to allow fungal growth. Isolates were then identified using cultural characteristics and morphology of conidia and conidiophores.

2.1.3. MPB emergence timing

In both years following successful attack, mesh cages were placed on all four quadrants of each tree covering the entire sample area. Emerging univoltine beetles were collected from cages daily. Beetles were transported to the laboratory and placed in sterile Petri dishes with filter paper moistened with distilled water and stored at 3 °C for less than one week. Each adult beetle's sex was determined and the width of its pronotum was measured. Both mycangia of each live beetle were dissected and placed individually on opposite sides of a Petri dish containing 2% malt extract agar amended with Streptomyces and cycloheximide. Each dish was labeled with a unique code that identified a single beetle so that fungal identification could be cross-referenced to the tree, bole quadrant, emergence date, size and sex. A maximum of 20 adult MPB from each of the four quadrants of each sampled tree were dissected per sample day (i.e., 80 beetles per day). Fungal cultures were grown at room temperature (~21 °C) and then identified to species.

Length of the MPB life cycle in trees attacked in 2010 was predominately univoltine (i.e., one generation in a single year), although ~20% of the population was semivoltine (i.e., one generation every two years) (Bentz et al. 2013). MPB in trees attacked in 2011 were 100% univoltine. Only data from univoltine beetles from 2010 attacks were used in model parameterization, and data from trees attacked in 2011 were used in model validation.

2.1.4. Temperature measurements

Ambient air temperature was measured at the study site using a radiation-shielded temperature probe placed at 1.4 m above the ground on the north side of a tree to reduce direct sun exposure (Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan UT). North and south bole aspect phloem temperatures were measured using thin-tipped (0.34 mm²) thermocouple temperature probes (Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT) inserted under the bark and into the phloem layer. Hourly air and phloem temperatures were collected.
continuously over both sampling years (May 27, 2010 through November 8, 2012) using a datalogger (Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan UT). Model performance was tested using each of the temperature records to explore the effect of north versus south bole temperatures and to determine how the model might perform for a different site if only ambient temperatures are available.

2.2. Fungal growth model

G. clavigera and O. montium spread outward in an infested tree by forming a mycelial network from their initial inoculation point. Because the fungi grow under bark, it is impossible to monitor growth from individual inoculation points in a tree over time. Instead, growth rates were determined in lab experiments by growing the two fungi on 2% malt extract agar in Petri dishes at six temperatures (Moore., 2013). These data were used to develop the fungal growth rate curves and growth rate parameters discussed in Addison et al. (2013). The dependence of the rate curve for each species on temperature is assumed to follow

\[ r(T) = \begin{cases} B(e^{\alpha(T-T_0)} - 1) - B(e^{\beta(T-T_m)} - 1)e^{(T-T_0)/b}, & T \in (T_0, T_m) \\ 0, & T \neq (T_0, T_m) \end{cases} \]

which is a modal response curve with upper, \(T_m\), and lower, \(T_0\), thresholds and a strong optimum which is a short distance, \(b\), below the optimum. This generic curve has been used to model thermal responses of arthropods (Logan et al., 1976), trees (Lehning et al., 2001), fish (Salinger and Anderson, 2006) and fungi (Köhle et al., 1999). The parameters \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) control shape and magnitude of the response. Parameters for each fungal species were estimated using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) techniques to best match hundreds of fungal growth observations for each species (Addison et al., 2013) (see Fig. 1). Specific parameter values used for the two fungi are given in Table 1.

2.2.1. Fungal colonization index in a tree

Total distance colonized by a fungus from an initial point of attack can, in principle, be predicted using direct integration of the growth curves. However, a concern with using laboratory growth rates directly is that conditions inside the tree are different than those in artificial media on a Petri dish. Within trees, fungi encounter tree defensive chemicals and moisture levels that can act to slow their growth rates relative to those that occur in the lab. The result of inoculation studies of these fungi in trees also suggest that G. clavigera is a better first invader of a tree (Kroken and Solheim, 1998) than O. montium because it is more tolerant of tree defenses and low oxygen contents in recently colonized phloem. To account for this in our model, we incorporate growth rate scaling parameters, \(\beta\), for each species, and calculate the total distance colonized from a point of inoculation on day \(t_o\) (of, for example, G. clavigera),

\[ \text{Distance Gc colonized starting } t_o = \beta_{\text{GC}} \int_{t_o}^{t} r(T(t)) \, dt. \]

for a given temperature profile, \(T(t)\). The cumulative length colonized by G. clavigera in the entire tree is then given

\[ \text{CumGC}(t) = \sum_{t_o < t} (\text{Fraction Gc starting day } t_o \times (\text{Distance Gc colonized starting } t_o)). \]

The units of \(\text{CumGC}(t)\) are length; to create a colonization index (or approximate fraction of available area colonized) we normalize by the expected distance between MPB attacks, \(C\). Considering only MPB attack densities high enough to cause tree mortality, the average space between fungal inoculations, \(C\), can range from approximately 40 mm to approximately 85 mm (Addison et al., 2013). For simulations in this paper we used \(C=54\) mm corresponding to an optimal MPB attack density of 62 MPB/m² (Raffa and Berryman, 1983). Letting \(p\) be the earliest day at which the two colonization indices sum to one (so that the tree may not be over-colonized), the index for each species is given by

\[ p_{\text{GC}}(t) = \begin{cases} \beta_{\text{GC}} \cdot \frac{\text{CumGC}(t)}{C} & \text{for } t < p, \\ \beta_{\text{GC}} \cdot \frac{\text{CumGC}(p)}{C} & \text{for } t \geq p, \end{cases} \]

and

\[ p_{\text{OM}}(t) = \begin{cases} \beta_{\text{OM}} \cdot \frac{\text{CumOM}(t)}{C} & \text{for } t < p, \\ \beta_{\text{OM}} \cdot \frac{\text{CumOM}(p)}{C} & \text{for } t \geq p, \end{cases} \]

where

\[ \beta_{\text{GC}} \cdot \frac{\text{CumGC}(p)}{C} + \beta_{\text{OM}} \cdot \frac{\text{CumOM}(p)}{C} = 1. \]

Because dispersal to new host trees depends on the overlapping phenology of the fungal species and MPB, we next need to determine the probability distribution describing the timing of MPB teneral adult feeding (Fig. 2).

2.2.2. Predicting the timing of teneral adult feeding on fungi

To predict what fungus would be observed in a mycangium on a given emergence day, \(t_o\), we need to know the relative likelihood

\[ 
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Fungus type} & \alpha & b & B & T_0 (\degree\text{C}) & T_m (\degree\text{C}) \\
\hline
\text{G. clavigera} & 0.0041 & 8.0407 & 95.6120 & 0.9123 & 32 \\
\text{O. montium} & 0.0662 & 7.4949 & 3.8395 & -0.0236 & 34 \\
\hline
\end{array} 
\]
The number of inoculations is represented by the length of the horizontal bar for each species on a given attack day. Growth of each fungal species is calculated based on the species-specific growth rate (dependent on hourly temperature) scaled by the number of MPB carrying each fungus into the tree on each attack day. This is represented by the widening of the horizontal bars. It is calculated for each day of attack and the cumulative growth of each fungal species is obtained by summing the growth of inoculations carried into the tree prior to the day of interest, day \( t_k \). Following the last attack, cumulative growth of each fungal species is no longer influenced by the number of new inoculations.

The teneral stage can be expressed as

\[
\tau = \frac{t_k - t_j}{e^\delta - 1},
\]

where \( \tau \) is the median development time for MPB adults, and \( e^\delta \) is a random variable with mean one. Solving for \( \delta \) we find that

\[
\delta = \frac{t_k - t_j}{\tau} = \int_{t_j}^{t_k} \frac{r_{\text{MPB}}(t_j')}{1} dt'.
\]

where \( r_{\text{MPB}} \) represents the teneral adult development rate of MPB as a function of temperature \( T \). We use the functional form and parameters for teneral adult development given in (Régnière et al., 2012) and follow those authors in assuming \( \delta \) is lognormal, i.e. \( \delta = e^\delta, e \sim N(-\frac{3}{2} \sigma^2, \sigma^2) \). The cumulative distribution function of development time is

\[
P(t > t_j) = \Phi \left[ \frac{\ln(\delta) + \sigma^2/2}{\sigma} \right],
\]

so the probability density function (pdf) of \( t_j \) being during the teneral stage can be expressed as

\[
\frac{dp}{dt_j} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2\delta^2}} \exp\left(-\frac{(\ln(\delta) + \sigma^2/2)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) \frac{d\delta}{dt_j}.
\]

Using

\[
\frac{d\delta}{dt_j} = -r(T(t_j)),
\]

the probability that a beetle emerging at time \( t_k \) was feeding as a teneral adult at time \( t_j \) is given by

\[
\text{pdf}_{t_j}(t_k) = \frac{r(T(t_k))}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2R(t_j,t_k)^2}} \exp\left(-\frac{(\ln(R(t_j,t_k)) + \sigma^2/2)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right).
\]

Here

\[
R(t_j,t_k) = \int_{t_j}^{t_k} r(T(t')) dt'.
\]

Numerical integration was performed with hourly time steps and the trapezoid rule summed on a daily basis. The continuous function pdf_{\text{fl}} is approximated by a daily probability of feeding on day \( t_j \) given emergence on day \( t_k \)

\[
P_{\text{feed}}(t_j,t_k) = \text{pdf}_k(t_k).
\]

An example of the resulting distribution of teneral adult feeding can be seen in Fig. 3 where the distribution of possible feeding start days is shown for a particular day of emergence. Note that this calculation reflects the probability that an adult could emerge on day \( t_k \), given that it happens to be under the bark on day \( t_j \). It does not reflect the actual probability of teneral adults appearing on day \( t_j \) under the bark given observed attacks. The calculation therefore may assign a nonzero probability to teneral adult feeding at times when teneral adults would not be present based on the MPB phenology model. When nonzero probabilities of teneral adult feeding occurred at times when teneral adults were not actually present we set the probabilities to zero.

2.2.3. Probabilistic models for mycangial packing

Using the feeding probabilities, \( P_{\text{feed}} \), and the proportion of each fungus available in the tree (\( p_{\text{ GCC}} \) and \( p_{\text{OM}} \)) over time, we can construct submodels to compare five mycangial packing hypotheses. The strategies describe a spectrum of behaviors ranging from model 1, in which MPB immediately pack their mycangia with the first fungus available, to model 5, in which they delay mycangial packing until just prior to emerging from the tree. In the following discussion, \( p_1, p_2 \) and \( p_3 \) will represent the proportion of MPB emerging on day \( t_k \) with \( G. \ clavigera, O. \ montium \), and no fungus respectively. How
Fig. 3. Predicted probability of feeding as a teneral adult given emergence on July 23. The emergence day is shown as a vertical line. The most likely time for a MPB to be feeding on fungal spores is in the weeks leading up to emergence from a tree (though there is some nonzero, but very low, probability – based on the phenology model – that this could occur in late fall or early spring). The dips in the curve are cold-induced delays in progress from the pupal to teneral adult stage.

$p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ are calculated depends on mycangial packing hypothesis:

1. **First fungus contacted** – the fungus present in mycangia is the first fungus contacted by the beetle. For each emergence day $t_k$, probability of acquiring a fungal spore on day $t_j$ is the product of the colonization index and the probability of $t_j$ being within the feeding window. Summed over all possible feeding days the probabilities $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ become

\[
p_1(t_k) = \sum_{t_j} p_{GC}(t_j)p_{feed}(t_j, t_k),
\]
\[
p_2(t_k) = \sum_{t_j} p_{OM}(t_j)p_{feed}(t_j, t_k),
\] and
\[
p_3(t_k) = 1 - p_1(t_k) - p_2(t_k).
\]

2. **Mostly first fungus contacted** – probability of open space remaining in the mycangia is assumed to decrease exponentially, with parameter $\lambda$ which represents the mean time to fill mycangia. The probability $P$ of first encountering a fungal spore after $t$ days is

\[ P(\text{first encounter at } t \text{ days}) = e^{-t/\lambda}, \]

so the probability of not encountering a fungus until time $t$ is given by

\[ F(t) = P(\text{no encounter } \leq t) = 1 - e^{-t/\lambda}. \]

The probability that a mycangia is packed day $t_j$ is

\[ p_{pack}(t_k - t_j) = F(t_k - t_j) - F(t_k - t_j - 1). \]

Then

\[ p_1(t_k) = \sum_{t_j} p_{GC}(t_j)p_{pack}(t_k - t_j)p_{feed}(t_j, t_k), \] and
\[ p_2(t_k) = \sum_{t_j} p_{OM}(t_j)p_{pack}(t_k - t_j)p_{feed}(t_j, t_k). \]

3. **Delayed mycangial packing** – a Laplace probability distribution allows for an initial delay of $\mu$ days in mycangial packing due to a lag in sporulation or mycangial maturity. Space availability in mycangia is assumed to fall exponentially away from this mean. Mathematically, this changes the probability of not encountering a fungus until time $t$ to

\[
P(\text{no encounter } \leq t) = \begin{cases} e^{(t - \mu)/\lambda} & \text{for } t < \mu \\ 1 - \lambda e^{(t - \mu)/\lambda} & \text{for } t \geq \mu, \end{cases}
\]

where $\lambda$ is mean time to pack mycangia. The remaining calculations for $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ are identical to those for model 2.

4. **Mostly last fungus contacted** – probability of maintaining residency in mycangia is assumed to decrease exponentially in time (so that the most recently encountered fungi are most likely to be present). Probabilistically,

\[ P(\text{no encounter } \geq t) = 1 - e^{-\frac{(t - t_k - \mu)}{\lambda}}, \]

where $t_k$ is the day of emergence and $\lambda$ is the mean residence time. Using this CDF calculations for $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ are identical to those for model 2.

5. **Last fungus contacted** – fungi present in mycangia are those available immediately prior to emergence. Then

\[ p_1(t_k) = p_{GC}(t_k), \] and
\[ p_2(t_k) = p_{OM}(t_k). \]

Differences among the feeding models are shown in Fig. 4.

2.2.4. Likelihood function for parameterizing the fungus growth model

MPB field observations were divided into categories in which $n_1$ represented the number carrying $G$. clavigera, $n_2$ represented the number carrying $O$. montium, $n_3$ represented the number carrying no fungi, and $N = n_1 + n_2 + n_3$ represented the total number of MPB emerging for each observed emergence day. These numbers, along with $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ representing proportions of $G$. clavigera, $O$. montium, and no fungi in mycangia on a given emergence day, give a multinomial likelihood for daily observations,

\[
L = \frac{N(t_k)!}{n_1(t_k)!n_2(t_k)!n_3(t_k)!} p_1(t_k)^{n_1(t_k)}p_2(t_k)^{n_2(t_k)}p_3(t_k)^{n_3(t_k)}. \]
The parameters \( \beta_{GC}, \beta_{OM}, \lambda \) and \( \mu \) are determined to maximize likelihood using a built-in MATLAB optimizer (the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm, fminsearch).

The two parameters with largest potential to impact are \( \beta_{GC} \) and \( \beta_{OM} \), the growth rate scaling parameters for \textit{G. clavigera} and \textit{O. montium}, respectively. We constrain and assess their values based on several assumptions:

1. We hypothesize that fungi grow slower in a tree than in a Petri dish and that they will not lose resources once they have been acquired (this requires \( \beta_{GC} \) and \( \beta_{OM} \) to lie between 0 and 1).

2. Based on observations of MPB occasionally tunneling backwards in their larval galleries to eat fungus colonized phloem (Adams and Six, 2007), we obtained a rough estimate for a single growth rate scaling parameter, \( \beta = 0.1387 \), for both fungi in Addison et al. (2013); and

3. \textit{G. clavigera} is known to be more aggressive at growing in a freshly killed tree (Krokene and Solheim, 1998) and may be less susceptible to cold induced mortality than \textit{O. montium} (Rice et al., 2008) which leads us to expect that \( \beta_{GC} \) will be larger than \( \beta_{OM} \).

Practically, constraints were implemented by setting the negative log likelihood to an arbitrarily large positive number when \( \beta < 0 \) and an arbitrarily large number times \( \beta \) when \( \beta > 1 \). The optimization procedure was repeated 1000 times for each model with random initial guesses for each parameter. Parameters resulting in the lowest negative log likelihood were selected as the best parameter estimates for each model.

### 2.3. Bootstrapping the data

To quantify the sensitivity of parameter estimates, we employed bootstrapping, constructing a new set of observations (i.e., MPB emergence date and species of fungus carried, \( n_1(t_k), n_2(t_k) \) and \( n_3(t_k) \)) of the same size as the original dataset by sampling the original dataset with replacement. After obtaining a new set of observations, the model and the MLE procedure was repeated 1000 times to generate a 95% confidence interval for parameters.

### 2.4. Testing model sensitivity to temperature

Sensitivity of the models to temperature was tested by running models 1–5 using their respective parameter estimates (Table 3) with field-collected ambient temperature, and north and south bole phloem temperatures collected for each tree. We also ran models 1–5 using observed temperatures from trees attacked in 2010, increased and decreased by \( -1.5 \) to 1.5 °C (incremented by 0.05 °C). For each of the modified temperature sets, model predictions for all five models were compared against observed MPB emergence and fungal associate.

### 2.5. Model evaluation and validation

Output from the five mycangial packing models were compared using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), defined as

\[
\text{AIC} = -2 \log(L) + 2K,
\]

where \( L \) is the likelihood of the model (9) and \( K \) is the number of parameters (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). This value quantifies the amount of information lost by the model and allows for model competition via AIC. Models were also compared using \( R^2 \). Model validation was attempted using an independent data collected from trees attacked in 2011. The model was initiated with observed 2011 attacks and driven by observed temperatures and estimated parameters for 2010 to predict fungal prevalence on emerging MPB. Predicted results were compared to observed prevalence of fungi being carried by emerging MPB.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Parameter estimates for the five mycangial packing models

MPB attack and emergence observations and associated data on the prevalence of fungi on emerging adults from trees attacked in 2010 (Table 2) were used to obtain estimates of the growth rate scaling parameters \( \beta_{GC} \) and \( \beta_{OM} \) and mycangial packing parameters \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) (as applicable) for the five mycangial packing models (Table 3). Model parameterization was repeated for ambient air temperatures as well as north and south bole phloem temperatures for the various attacked trees. While there were slight differences in parameter estimates, the models performed equally well regardless of temperature. For consistency, we chose to parameterize the models using north bole phloem temperatures. The results of this parameterization show some variability between \( \beta_{GC} \) and \( \beta_{OM} \) across models (and across acceptable parameters for model 4), however, the ratio of the two parameters \( \beta_{GC}/\beta_{OM} \) remains quite steady, ranging from just

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Estimated parameters for 2010</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_{GC} )</td>
<td>0.9336</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.8959</td>
<td>0.6355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_{OM} )</td>
<td>0.0376</td>
<td>0.0401</td>
<td>0.0401</td>
<td>0.0364</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_{GC}/\beta_{OM} )</td>
<td>24.81</td>
<td>24.92</td>
<td>24.92</td>
<td>24.62</td>
<td>24.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>3.7054</td>
<td>1.2883</td>
<td>4.1333</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>5.4168</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2. Comparison of differences in AIC between the models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of ( \Delta \text{AIC} ) (2010 data)</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \text{AIC} )</td>
<td>4.9927</td>
<td>7.1009</td>
<td>6.3786</td>
<td>2.4208</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\[
\text{Table 2} \quad \text{Comparison of the percentages of MPB carrying } \textit{G. clavigera} (\textit{GC}), \textit{O. montium} (\textit{OM}), \text{both fungi, or no fungi into and out of trees attacked in 2010 and 2011.}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Attack and emergence data</th>
<th># of MPB analyzed</th>
<th>% GC</th>
<th>% OM</th>
<th>% Both</th>
<th>% None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010 attacks</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 emergence</td>
<td>2399</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 attacks</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 emergence</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\[
\text{Table 3} \quad \text{Comparison of the growth rate scaling parameter estimates } \beta_{GC}, \beta_{OM} \text{ and feeding distribution parameters } \lambda, \mu \text{ across models for }\lambda\text{ and }\mu\text{ of the mycangial packing models (Table 3). Model parameterization was repeated for ambient air temperatures and north bole phloem temperatures for the various attacked trees. While there were slight differences in parameter estimates, the models performed equally well regardless of temperature. For consistency, we chose to parameterize the models using north bole phloem temperatures. The results of this parameterization show some variability between } \beta_{GC} \text{ and } \beta_{OM} \text{ across models (and across acceptable parameters for model 4), however, the ratio of the two parameters } \beta_{GC}/\beta_{OM} \text{ remains quite steady, ranging from just}
\]

---

\[
\text{Table 4} \quad \text{Comparison of } \Delta \text{AIC} = \text{AIC}_{\text{GC}} - \text{AIC}_{\text{OM}} \text{ computed for the various mycangial packing hypotheses for 2010 data. Models are arranged from packing early (model 1) to packing late (model 5) and the best } \Delta \text{AIC values are marked in bold. Model 5 produced the lowest } \text{AIC for 2010, } \text{AIC}_{\text{GC}} = 247.4722 \text{ with model 4 producing a very similar } \text{AIC, indicating mycangial packing occurs late in the teneral adult feeding window.}}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of } \Delta \text{AIC (2010 data)}</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \text{AIC} )</td>
<td>4.9927</td>
<td>7.1009</td>
<td>6.3786</td>
<td>2.4208</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
24.16 to 24.92. Comparing the estimates for $\beta_{GC}$ and $\beta_{OM}$ shown in Table 3 with assumptions described in Section 2.2.4, all the estimates seem reasonable. Each value for $\beta_{GC}$ and $\beta_{OM}$ lies between 0 and 1, and the average of the parameters lies reasonably close to our former estimate of $\beta = 0.1387$ (Addison et al., 2013), and the estimates for the $G. clavigera$ scaling parameter are much greater than for $O. montium$. This difference between the $\beta_{GC}$ and $\beta_{OM}$ estimates reflected the MPB emergence observations (Table 2), which were heavily biased toward $G. clavigera$. MPB that attacked trees in both 2010 and 2011 were observed carrying a nearly equal mix of $G. clavigera$ and $O. montium$ whereas emerging MPB from these trees were carrying predominantly $G. clavigera$. For example, more than 38% of MPB attacking trees in 2010 were carrying $O. montium$, yet only 4.3% of adults emerging from these same trees were observed with $O. montium$ in their mycangia. A similar pattern was seen in trees attacked in 2011 (Table 2).

### Table 5
Comparison of model $R^2$; best values appear in bold. Number of MPB emerging carrying $G. clavigera$, $O. montium$, and no fungus were compared to field model predictions (arranged from packing early: model 1, to packing late, model 5). Values of $R^2$ for $G. clavigera$ are high across models but lower for $O. montium$ and poor for ‘no fungus’. This difference can be attributed to the high number of $G. clavigera$ emergence observations for 2010 relative to $O. montium$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Comparison of $R^2$ (2010 data)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2_{GC}$</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2_{OM}$</td>
<td>0.6609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2_{no}$</td>
<td>0.0758</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Comparison of the five model predictions for fungi carried by emerging beetles versus actual observations using the parameterization dataset (2010). Models are arranged in order of mycangial packing with model 1 representing immediate packing and model 5 representing packing just prior to emergence from the tree. Here we see all models perform very well for predicting $G. clavigera$ with emerging beetles, as well as for beetles emerging with $O. montium$ but have more difficulty predicting when beetles emerge with no fungus (in part because model predictions for ‘no fungus’ are directly affected by predictions for $G. clavigera$ and $O. montium$).

#### 3.2. Model performance
Using parameterized data, model fit statistics including $\Delta AIC$ (Table 4) and $R^2$ (Table 5) were computed. We found that all five models performed well, in terms of visual fit (Fig. 5) and high $R^2$ (Table 5), when predictions were compared to field observations used for model parameterization. Model 5, representing the case where MPB pack their mycangia with the last fungus contacted, performed best in terms of producing the lowest AIC (Table 4) and model 4 also performed quite well. Differences in $R^2$ were trivial (Table 5).

### Table 6
Parameter confidence intervals (95%) from bootstrapped 2010 data. Models are arranged from 1 (“first fungus contacted”) to 5 (“last fungus contacted”). Across models, the ratios $\beta_{GC}/\beta_{OM}$ are larger, suggesting that $G. clavigera$ grew much more quickly under the bark than $O. montium$, even though their growth on agar was comparable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Parameter confidence intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{GC}$</td>
<td>(0.9167,0.9377)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{OM}$</td>
<td>(0.0354,0.0477)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>(17.22,28.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Mycangial packing hypotheses and model fit

The timing of increases and decreases is accounted for, not the scale. model parameterization (Fig. 5). All accurate than when visually compared to the observed data used in

3.3. Model validation

After bootstrapping and reparameterizing the models 1000 times using data from trees attacked in 2010 (i.e., the data used in the original parameterization), the 95% confidence intervals were compared (Table 6). These intervals showed small amounts of variability across parameter estimates for models 1, 2, 3 and 5 and greater variability in model 4. This was expected for model 4 due to the range of viable parameter estimates obtained from the original dataset, perhaps indicating a very shallow likelihood surface.

When each model was run for a range of temperature shifts from −1.5 to 1.5 °C, we found that the AIC values for each model fluctuated in different ways. Models 1 and 5 were the most variable, and model 4 was the least variable (Fig. 6). Over the entire temperature range, the AIC values for model 4 varied by 23.69 and 24.16, respectively. Models 1 and 5 were the most sensitive with an overall change in AIC of 67.59 and 284.31. The sensitivity in model 5 was quite pronounced, even with a small change in temperature of −0.1−0.1 °C. The change in AIC over this range was 205.20. The models were further evaluated using an independent dataset based on observed MPB attack and emergence and fungi data, and hourly temperatures for trees attacked in 2011. ΔAIC (Table 7) and $R^2$ values (Table 8) were computed. These provided somewhat conflicting results with model 4 (“mostly last fungus contacted”) providing the best AIC value by a sizeable margin and model 5 (“last fungus contacted”) providing the best $R^2$ values. Model predictions were less accurate than when visually compared to the observed data used in model parameterization (Fig. 5). All five models overpredicted G. clavigera with emerging beetles and underpredicted emergence with O. montium and no fungi (Fig. 7). This is not represented in the $R^2$ values for the models, however, because $R^2$ is a measure of whether the timing of increases and decreases is accounted for, not the scale.

4. Discussion

4.1. Mycangial packing hypotheses and model fit

All five models describing various mycangial packing strategies provided good predictions of emerging MPB carrying G. clavigera, and reasonable predictions for MPB carrying O. montium. The model that assumed MPB packed their mycangia with the last fungus encountered (model 5) had the lowest AIC and two of the best $R^2$ values. None of the models did a good job of predicting MPB emergence with ‘no fungi’, likely because few beetles emerging from trees attacked in 2010 (i.e., data used for model parameterization) had no fungi. The overwhelming majority of MPB emerging from 2010 attacks were found to be carrying G. clavigera which put more weight on matching G. clavigera emergence in parameter estimation. In addition, our model defined the proportion of ‘no fungi’ in the tree as the proportion of the tree not already colonized by the two fungi, making ‘no fungi’ predictions very reliant on predictions for the two fungi.

The two models assuming either the first or last fungus encountered were packed in the mycangia were the most sensitive to temperature changes. Altering the hourly temperatures could effectively alter the prevalence of a particular fungal species at the time of emergence, particularly if the tree was still being colonized by the fungi near the time of MPB emergence from the tree, as was the case for model 5. Altering the temperature series by warming or cooling had the potential to change the timing of tree colonization, thereby dramatically changing model predictions of the fungal species being carried out of the tree which could change the fit of the model (Fig. 6). Spreading mycangial packing over time (i.e., models 2–4) buffered fluctuations in fungal prevalence to small changes in temperature. In addition, fungal growth rate scaling parameters for these models were larger, which led to higher tree colonization by fungi during the teneral adult feeding window (literally leaving less room for fluctuations in fungal prevalence and hence, model fit; Fig. 6). We also see in this figure how ‘no fungi’ predictions are tied to predictions of G. clavigera and O. montium. Models 1 and 5 have the shared property that all MPB pack their mycangia (either when they first enclose from pupa chamber or just prior to emergence from the tree), so predictions of no fungi must can only arise if the tree was not fully colonized by fungi. The models with mycangial packing spread over time (models 2–4), however, allow some portion of MPB to never pack their mycangia depending on duration of the teneral adult feeding window – despite the tree being fully colonized by fungi. This explains how models 2–4 are able to predict higher numbers of beetles emerging with no fungi than models 1 and 5.

Repeating the model comparisons for trees attacked in 2011, we found a much starker contrast between models in terms of AIC.

### Table 7
Comparison of ΔAIC = AIC − AIC_{min} computed for the various mycangial packing models (arranged from packing early, model 1, to packing late, model 5) for 2011 validation data with the best value marked in bold. For the validation data, model 4 produced the lowest AIC, AIC_{min} = 1383.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of ΔAIC (for validation data)</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1170.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>155.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>838.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8
Comparison of $R^2$ fit for each model (arranged from packing early, model 1, to packing late, model 5) against the validation data where the best values are marked in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Comparison of $R^2$ (for validation data)</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fi</td>
<td>$R^2_{OM}$</td>
<td>0.9635</td>
<td>0.9637</td>
<td>0.9636</td>
<td>0.9642</td>
<td>0.9642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fl</td>
<td>$R^2_{fl}$</td>
<td>0.9261</td>
<td>0.9258</td>
<td>0.9256</td>
<td>0.9257</td>
<td>0.9262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft</td>
<td>$R^2_{ft}$</td>
<td>0.1962</td>
<td>0.6617</td>
<td>0.6397</td>
<td>0.7079</td>
<td>0.7174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Variability in AIC when models 1–5 were run with temperature data used in model parameterization with a small +/- change in temperature. Note the high degree of sensitivity of model 5 (“last fungus contacted”) and, to a lesser degree, model 1 (“first fungus contacted”). Models 2 (“mostly first fungus contacted”), 3 (“some delay in mycangial packing”), and 4 (“mostly last fungus contacted”) were much less sensitive with model 4 being the most robust to small fluctuations in temperature.
Based on the two validation exercises, models 4 and 5 seemed to provide the best fit. In addition, $\beta_{CC}$ estimates for models 1, 2 and 3 were all unrealistically large (i.e. very close to one). These results suggest that the most likely fungus for dispersal is the fungus available just prior to emergence and that the most likely value for $\beta_{CC}$ ranges from approximately 0.6 to 0.8. Model 5 was highly sensitive to slight changes in temperature (Fig. 6), however, lowering its reliability. Therefore, the best choice is model 4 which assumes that adult MPB acquire mostly the last fungus it encounters, although with an exponential decay in acquisition.

At our field site, the number of MPB emerging from study trees and carrying O. montium was lower than the number carrying G. clavigera. This finding was unexpected, especially given that most of the attacking beetles both years were carrying predominantly O. montium. A possible explanation includes factors related to the location of the study area. The study trees were located in a cool drainage, and therefore potentially favored growth of the cool-loving G. clavigera once beetles were in the tree. MPB-attacked trees on a nearby south-facing slope may have provided many of the beetles that attacked trees used in our study and may have provided a more conducive growing environment for the warm-loving O. montium. Cooler temperatures in the study trees, however, favored growth of G. clavigera, causing it to dominate the emergence data.

Differences in the $\beta$ estimates between the fungal species could also be attributed to the lack of beetles observed carrying O. montium as they emerged from trees. Since the growth rate scaling parameters were estimated by determining parameter values which best fit the model to the data, low numbers of beetles emerging with O. montium necessarily led to low estimates for the O. montium growth rate scaling parameter, $\beta_{OM}$.

In Addison et al. (2013), we hypothesized that variability in temperature could allow both G. clavigera and O. montium to remain present in the MPB-fungus mutualism while also exploring the effect of various spacings between fungal individuals inoculations (i.e., densities of attacking MPB). In that analysis we found that both fungi could remain if MPB periodically transitioned between warm and cold environments. Growth rates of the two fungi, scaled using $\beta$ estimates from the current study (Table 3), provide an additional explanation. Although lab data suggests that O. montium can grow faster than G. clavigera at temperatures above 15 $^\circ$C, when growth is scaled by $\beta$, G. clavigera grows significantly faster until 30 $^\circ$C (Fig. 8). The faster growth of G. clavigera, even at warm temperatures, would allow G. clavigera to persist in the mutualism under a wide range of conditions. It is unclear if these same differences in growth scaled to a tree would persist at a different field location.

Unscaled (Plot A) and scaled fungal growth rates (Plot B) using model 5 estimates ($\beta_{CC} = 0.6355$ and $\beta_{OM} = 0.0263$) appear in Fig. 8. Plot B would look similar for all model estimates because the ratio of growth rate scaling parameters was approximately 25:1 for all models. These plots show how G. clavigera persists in
the mutualism despite warming conditions; its advantage under the bark allows it to grow faster than *O. montium* when the temperature reaches approximately 32°C, when it becomes too warm for *G. clavigera* to grow. These results underscore the need to have accurate parameter estimates, specifically those that define the coldest and warmest temperatures where the two fungi can grow (*T_o* and *T_m* from Eq. (1), as these most prominently distinguish the two fungi when their growth is scaled.

5. Conclusions

We tested several hypotheses regarding the timing of mycangial packing with fungal spores and estimated parameters to connect fungal growth rates in trees with growth rates measured in lab culture. Each hypothesis was tested by developing a mathematical representation and parameterizing the corresponding model using field observations of fungal species being carried by MPB attacking and emerging from trees. Model predictions were evaluated via correlation coefficients, ΔAIC, sensitivity analysis and validation using an independent field observations from the same site but a different year. While all models adequately predicted proportion of fungi carried from a tree when evaluated using calibration data, the two mycangial packing hypotheses which corresponded to later mycangial packing (model 4, mostly last fungi contacted, and model 5, last fungi contacted) were most plausible. Estimated growth rate scaling parameters for the models suggest that at the location used in this study *G. clavigera* was as much as twenty-five times faster growing than *O. montium*. However, production of *O. montium* was anomalously low and could have biased this result.

We developed a method, based on observed data, for combining models to describe two overlapping phenologies and incorporating a nontrivial interaction between them. In the specific case of MPB this allowed us to deduce cryptic growth rates of fungi under the bark and to hypothesize that the fungi last fed upon are most likely to be dispersed (and therefore have the highest fitness). In neither case would it have been possible to determine these results using direct observation, and both are contrary to what might have been expected from laboratory study. In general this type of approach can be used for systems with temperature dependent transmission of diseases and parasites, fertilization of plants by specialist pollinators, and efficacy of biocontrol agents against pests, to name but a few. In all these examples, outcomes are controlled by overlapping phenologies and unknown probabilities of interaction during a thermally mediated window of opportunity. Our modeling approach provides a tractable pathway for developing and testing hypothesis of such critical ecological interactions.
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